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The Predicament of Manual Data Entry at
Global Finance Inc.

Global Finance Inc., a multinational accounting firm, found itself
grappling with the inefficiencies and inaccuracies of manual data
entry. The firm's reliance on traditional data processing methods led
to a host of operational challenges:
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Extensive Labor Requirements: The firm required a large team dedicated
solely to data entry, translating into high operational costs.

Error Prone:Manual transcription errors were frequent, leading to
inaccuracies in financial reports and tax filings.

Scalability Issues: The manual system could not keep pace with the firm's
growth, resulting in data entry bottlenecks during peak financial periods.

Employee Dissatisfaction: The monotonous nature of manual data entry
resulted in low employee morale and high turnover rates.

Delayed Client Services: The slow processing speed hindered the firm's
ability to provide timely services to clients, affecting client satisfaction and
retention.



Limitations of Traditional
OCR Solutions

In an effort to address these challenges,
Global Finance Inc. explored several OCR
solutions. However, traditional OCR
technologies fell short:
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Inflexibility with Document Variations: Traditional OCR systems lacked the
capability to accurately process documents with varying layouts and formats,
a challenge highlighted by the diverse range of financial documents the firm
handled (Hitachi, 2020).

Integration Difficulties:Many OCR solutions could not integrate smoothly
with the firm’s existing digital infrastructure, complicating the adoption
process.

Moderate Accuracy Levels:While traditional OCR provided some relief from
manual entry, the error rates remained higher than acceptable, leading to the
need for continued manual oversight (Hitachi, 2020).

Cost Concerns: The total cost of ownership for effective OCR solutions was
prohibitively high, offering marginal net benefits.



Solution and Satisfaction through Hatchet AI OCR

Hatchet AI OCR presented itself as the avant-garde solution that
Global Finance Inc. was searching for:
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Enhanced Accuracy with AI: Leveraging advanced AI algorithms, Hatchet AI
OCR significantly outperformed traditional OCR systems in accuracy,
effectively minimizing errors in data extraction from financial documents
(Hitachi, 2020).

Effortless System Integration: Unlike its predecessors, Hatchet AI OCR
seamlessly integrated into Global Finance Inc.’s existing IT ecosystem,
enhancing data flow and accessibility without disrupting established processes.

Adaptability to Complex Documents: Hatchet AI OCR's sophisticated AI was
adept at handling a multitude of document formats and styles, showcasing
remarkable flexibility and reducing the manual verification workload (Hitachi,
2020).

Cost-Effectiveness: By automating the data entry process, Hatchet AI OCR
reduced the need for a large data entry workforce, resulting in significant cost
savings and a compelling ROI.

Boosted Client Satisfaction: The adoption of Hatchet AI OCR transformed the
firm's service delivery model, enabling faster, more accurate client services and
thus, improving client trust and satisfaction.



Conclusion

Global Finance Inc.’s transition to Hatchet AI OCR marked a significant evolution from
traditional data processing methods, including manual entry and older OCR
technologies, to a more advanced, efficient, and reliable AI OCR system. By addressing
the inherent limitations of traditional OCR as outlined by Hitachi (2020), Hatchet AI OCR
not only enhanced operational efficiency and accuracy but also empowered the firm to
scale its services in line with its growth ambitions. This case study underscores the
transformative potential of AI OCR technology in modernizing data processing,
positioning Hatchet AI OCR as a pivotal solution for businesses seeking to overcome the
challenges of manual data entry and traditional OCR limitations.
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